The tremendous increase in the urban population highlights the need for more efficient transport systems and techniques to alleviate the increasing number of the resulting traffic-associated problems. Modeling and predicting road traffic flow are a critical part of intelligent transport systems (ITSs). Therefore, their accuracy and efficiency have a direct impact on the overall functioning. In this scope, a new approach for predicting the road traffic flow is proposed that combines the Petri nets model with a dynamic estimation of intersection turning movement counts to ensure a more accurate assessment of its performance. Thus, this manuscript extends our work by introducing a new feature, namely turning movement counts, to attain a better prediction of road traffic flow. A simulation study is conducted to get a better understanding of how predictive models perform in the context of estimating turning movements.
Traffic Modeling and Its Benefits
"Data is the new oil" [6] [7] [8] is one of many statements that recognizes the rising importance of data and the urgent need to process it smartly, to extract useful knowledge from it, and more importantly, to build the most suitable data models.
Modeling data is playing a major role in urban knowledge discovery and improving the policies and management systems of urban networks. These networks include transportation, the Internet, telecommunication, water, electricity, etc. The primary goal of modeling data consists of properly describing the structure and the important features of the phenomenon or the system that generated the data. That is why the more the system is complex, the more powerful the data modeling must be and the more careful its process requires. Strictly related to transportation, since it is the main service that most other services within smart cities rely on, modeling road traffic flow is a key element as it has the potential to provide road users with vital information that can assist in making decisions, alleviating traffic congestion and improving the efficiency of transport system operations. Traffic road modeling is characterized by reproducing the traffic flow on the network based on the available observation data. As accurate, realistic, and real-time traffic modeling is, it has the potential to enable road users to make more informed travel decisions and assist the road administration to alleviate congestion and improve traffic management efficiency.
Traffic Modeling Approaches
With the development of traffic flow theories, three main categories of models were formed: a macroscopic approach that treats the traffic flow as a whole [9, 10] , the microscopic approach that considers individual vehicles and treats interactions between single vehicles [9, 11, 12] , and the mesoscopic approach that combines the vehicle entities' description with the macroscopic behavior [9, 13] .
Turning movement counts are critical and must be taken into consideration while modeling traffic since this information, on the one hand, is very important for investigating the effect of turning movement on the rest of traffic flow and for intersection behavior analysis and, on the other hand, can be utilized to improve the intersection operations and making decisions to solve traffic jam issues by means such as adaptive traffic signal control.
Several approaches have been introduced to study and model the traffic flow in the road network at different levels of detail. In this section, we give a brief review of the fundamental approaches addressing road traffic modeling:
Continuum models treat the traffic flows as fluid streams where vehicles can be represented through average values and the discrete nature of the system or its individual components can be discarded. This category of models began with the first order (time and space derivatives are the order of one) LWR model [14, 15] and then extended into higher order models thereafter. The common equation for all these models is the fundamental law of conservation that governs the traffic flow, speed, and density relationship. The LWR model, which was developed by Lighthill and Whitham, and Richards independently, is a continuous macroscopic representation of traffic variables. The LWR model was derived from the fluid mathematical field and conservation law theory and provides a description of the traffic flow by using the fluid dynamic differential equation:
n(x)∂ρ(x, t)
where n(x) represents the numbers of lanes in position x; ρ(x, t) represents the density per lane per kilometer at location x and time t; q is the flow per hour at location x and time t. In the LWR model, the speed and/or flow rate are considered as a function of density, which consists of the following equations: q(x, t) = ρ(x, t) · v(x, t) · n(x)
where v max and ρ max are respectively the maximal speed and the maximal density of a road.
There is a basic assumption made about the LWR model of the dependence of the velocity on density alone. The main drawback of this dependency is that the model assumed the vehicle's velocity is always in equilibrium, i.e., given a particular density, mainly when density tends to zero, the velocity will tend to infinity. Therefore, the model cannot describe observed behavior in light traffic and non-equilibrium traffic such as stop and go. On the other hand, the model does not deal with external conditions such as road conditions or vehicle behavior in front.
A cellular automaton (CA) [16] is a simple, but powerful discrete microscopic model that is able to simulate many complex systems. In CA-models, the road traffic flow systems require a discretization in both time and space; time is discretized into time steps of equal duration, and the road is discretized into cells of equal size that are chosen sufficiently large such that a vehicle can drive at a velocity equal to one move to the next downstream cell during one time step. Each cell can either be empty or contain a vehicle.
The brake-light Nagel-Schreckenberg (BL-NaSch) model [17, 18] was proposed to represent a more complete description of the empirical observed phenomena in highway traffic using the cellular automaton. The BL-NaSchmodel combines velocity anticipation and a slow-to-start rule into the Nagel-Schreckenberg (NaSh) model [19] . In addition, a dynamical long-range interaction was introduced: drivers react to the braking of the leading vehicle indicated by the brake light. Therefore, the BL-NaSch model is considered as an extension of cellular automaton where the velocity and position of every car depend on the cars ahead. However, an important drawback of the BL-NaSch model is the computational requirements and the related costs and complexities, especially for large-scale road networks.
The cell transmission model (CTM)
was developed by Daganzo [20] . It was proposed for modeling the dynamic behavior of road traffic at the mesoscopic level. It adopts a discrete approach to predict traffic evolution in time and space. It consists of transforming the differential equations of the hydrodynamic model LWR [14, 15] into simple differential equations. The CTMmodel divides the road network into small homogeneous and interconnected segments (called cells) and assumes piecewise linear relationships between flow and density in each cell. Hence, this model is able to describe and accurately capture the movement of propagation phenomena such as bottlenecks and the formation of shock waves in the traffic networks.
Daganzo [20] showed that if the relationship between the traffic flow of vehicles (q) and the density (k) is of a triangular shape, then for a density k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ k j (k j with the maximum density of a road), the flow is expressed as:
where V,q max , W, and k j are constants designating, respectively, the free speed, maximum speed, the speed of propagation, and maximum density.
CTM reveals several notable advantages at the mesoscopic level. The model is relatively simple and accurate enough to plan detailed analyses. Several studies have shown that the model enhances the realism in the representation of traffic for a variety of applications. However, several limitations of CTM must be overcome to meet the more complex needs of operational analysis.
For example, the model in its original form requires the network to be divided into cells having a length corresponding to a clock tick (increment) of the simulation. This limitation may not be appropriate for large-scale networks because of possible geometric restrictions or inconsistencies with the division of network links in the cells and also the additional memory requirements by dividing the network into a large number of small cells. This limitation can lead to inefficient modeling of large-scale networks especially when combinations of small cells and various types of installations are used, such as highways and intersections of roads in the city.
The original form of CTM [20, 21] had a limited scope in the application to realistic networks, such as networks with traffic control devices (with traffic lights and intersections controlled, toll stations, etc.) that were either omitted or inadequately treated in the model.
To our knowledge, most of the traffic models (including the aforementioned models) are performed with turning movement counts at intersections as a static input [22] . The fact is, however, that the real-time turning movement proportions are an important requirement for improving the road traffic modeling and increasing its relevance and efficiency. Turning movement counts are time-varying proportions that represent the intersection pattern during peak hours, morning middays and evenings, etc. Additionally, turning movement counts depend on the locations; at some locations, the traffic volume and then the turning movement may be higher than others, which leads to the guiding idea behind the contribution, in this article, which is that omitting modeling turning movement counts significantly decreases the validity of the real-world traffic modeling and its accuracy-and efficiency-related features.
The aforementioned models have limited scope in the application to realistic road networks and cannot provide acceptable accuracy for a certain number of road traffic rules, whih have been either omitted or insufficiently treated by the models such as priority roads, the "give way" rule at intersections, networks with controlled intersections, the congestion length in congested sections, etc.
Petri nets have become relevant due to their ability to represent complex systems and dealing with characteristics such as synchronization, parallelism, shared resources, etc. Interestingly, modeling the traffic flow by employing Petri nets has been shown to offer more adequate means for representing, analyzing, and understanding transportation systems since the behavior of traffic flow is considered as a phenomenon that combines synchronous, asynchronous, concurrent, parallel, continuous, and discrete aspects.
Accordingly, we presented in ref.
[23] a traffic monitoring system that is based on Petri nets in order to deal with complex cases such as the "give way" rule, priority roads, etc., and address the issue of turning movement counts, and this will be discussed later in this work. Let us introduce a basic example to illustrate cases that are hard to be treated in the other models.
Example: In a T-intersection where a stop sign is installed for reminding drivers to stop and give way to any traffic in or approaching the intersection. This example is depicted in Figure 1 . In this example and other similar cases, the batch of vehicles and traffic evolution are not determined only by a fixed cycle time or flow rules, but also by uncontrollable events that may change dramatically the overall behavior of the traffic and consequently its different characteristics. In Figure 1 , the behavior of the batch coming from S 2 depends completely on the batch from S 1 and can be accordingly divided into other batches due to the rule of stop and wait until the other batch has fully passed. These situations and others are not accurately modeled or are not taken into consideration by the aforementioned models.
Petri net modeling has been approached to study traffic flow at the macroscopic level and is used as a basis for the proposed work in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, the related works are reviewed. The generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net is introduced in Section 4, while the most well-known estimation models are presented and discussed. The integrated turning movement count estimation models are simulated and compared in Section 5. Section 6 presents the results of the simulations described in Section 5. Conclusions are presented in Section 7.
Related Work
Turning movement counts (TMC) represent the counts of vehicle movements through an intersection over a given period of time. They are collected and used for a variety of purposes at both the planning level and the operational analysis level including intersection and traffic signal design, transport planning applications, etc.
The turning movement proportions estimation has been likened to the general problem of estimating a dynamic origin to destination matrix (OD matrix) in a small network.
Therefore, most of the proposed models make use of entry and exit counts at intersections [24] [25] [26] [27] . For example, the aim of work [24] was to determine turning movement counts at signalized intersections based on entry/exit traffic volumes and signal phase information. The proposed method requires that flows at all entrance and exit lanes of an intersection be monitored.
In ref. [28] , a vision-based vehicle tracking system was designed and used for estimating the turning movement counts, speed, and waiting time of vehicles at intersections. The idea was to use both background subtraction and feature extraction to detect and identify different moving vehicles in video surveillance and then match them from one frame to the next.
In ref. [29] , an algorithm was given based on matrix algebra for determining turning movements at road intersections within which certain movements were prohibited. This was achieved by the development of mathematical models based on the continuity of flow and the fact that the available linearly independent equations were equal to the number of traffic streams. This led to reducing the number of data collectors needed for the turning movements at each link of a junction and the time required for the analysis of traffic survey data.
In ref. [27] , Chen et al. proposed to make use of a nonlinear path flow estimator, originally developed to estimate path flows by using traffic counts from a subset of network links, to derive turning movements for the entire road network given some counts at selected intersections.
In their work [30] , Lee et al. proposed a group-based method for lane-to-lane turning flow estimation in real time. In this regard, the authors considered firstly the rule-based approach through including information detected at downstream sensors such as departure and duration times, the occupancy time for downstream and upstream lanes, etc., then, a model-based approach by using regression logistic to improve turning movement predictions.
Some limitations of the proposed method are:
• Its inapplicability to medium and large scales as the error involving the random assignments will increase as the number of lanes increases; • Its inability to be used in the cases where information of turning movement counts does not exist; •
The expensiveness of fully providing every intersection with sensors.
However, the paper [31] has to be mentioned. Jiao et al. [31] proposed a backpropagation Bayesian model combined with a Kalman filtering model to estimate the dynamic turning movement proportions at intersections. Except for the detected link counts, the Bayesian combined model did not take into consideration other parameters. As a result, traffic volumes for each lane of the entering approach were required, and therefore, the presence of detectors at the upstream lanes was mandatory.
Our Traffic Prediction System
The traffic model is the mathematical description of the traffic flow for characterizing and estimating the traffic state. It is an important part for solving the traffic problem and traffic management.
In this section, we discuss a road traffic prediction system based on wireless sensor networks (WSN) and its related overview; in this context, we propose an extended batch Petri net model in order to construct an explicit description of traffic flow evolution over space and time where the main contribution consists of taking into consideration the real-time estimation of turning movement counts. The Petri net modeling is adopted due to its analytical simplicity and capability of modelling different traffic flow states. Then, we present some predictive models in order to deal with the known turning movement counts at intersections.
Overview
The WSN-based traffic management system (WTMS) collects data from different data sources including sensors, social media, calendar events, road works, and weather conditions, processes this data, provides input to a model, and creates a modeled state of the overall network, as well as the various regions of the network. The output of the model is transmitted to the administration for a decision-making process, and the system is able to notify users about administrators' decisions.
The proposed system aims mainly at improving real-time traffic monitoring and prediction accuracy. More specifically, it (a) provides reliable road traffic flow estimation by taking into consideration different factors that affect the traffic (mainly six factors), (b) allows predicting traffic turning movement at forks and intersections, (c) is flexible to a high degree since it integrates different functionalities such as traffic forecasting, system administration, and control, and (d) seeks to be efficient since its design is distributed and can lead to non-crashing of the system in case of failures.
The WSN-based management system consists of eight basic components, which are the data acquisition component, data preprocessing component, data analysis component, visualization and reports component, system settings and administration component, traffic data repositories component, and finally, applications. All these components use the data communication component.
In the data acquisition component, the data can be gathered from sensors and also from the Internet, and it consists in particular of traffic flow average speed, volume, weather information, and other information. Through the data preprocessing component, the system can refine data by cleaning noise and duplications and imputing missing values. In the data analysis component, which is the main focus of this paper, the idea is to load and train collected data in order to build models, which represent knowledge of the recent road flow and the evolution of its traffic stream, which are used to provide better predictions.
Detailed System Workflow
Modeling and predicting traffic flow evolution comprise one of the most crucial challenges that must be tackled by any traffic management system. Figure 2 is a graphical representation depicting the proposed process by which the system predicts the evolution of traffic flow. The main operational stages of the proposed process are: data collection, data transmission to the sink, turning movement estimation, and traffic modeling.
First of all, during data collection (Step 1), sensors, which are placed at entrances of roads, collect all the important data that is required for determining a batch of vehicles, its average speed, density, and length. Then, these parameters are transmit with the detection time to the neighboring sink (Step 2), where road traffic modeling will take place. During the modeling step (Step 4), if an intersection exists in the coverage zone of the sink, then a turning count estimation is required (Step 3), and the result of vehicle counts that may turn left or right or go straight will be taken into consideration during this modeling step. Consequently, the model's output is a vector y with n components:
where ∀t ∈ n, x t (l, d, s, v) represents the evolution of the vehicle batch at instant t.
Generalized Nondeterministic Batch Petri Nets Modeling
In the following, we present in detail the traffic modeling and turning movement estimation stages. The generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net (GNBPN) formalism is obtained by extending the batch Petri nets to increase the expressiveness of the model to represent more faithfully the real-world systems and reproduce the road traffic flow with higher accuracy. The extensions concern adding: (1) The so-called untimed transitions. These non-deterministic time-based transitions are introduced in order to model operations that depend on external conditions (i.e., other places). Thus, uncontrollable events that are not by any means assigned to a fixed time interval can be included in our model (e.g., the case at intersections where the give way rule to vehicles of the immediate right has to be respected); (2) For every batch place, the total number of segments within it, as a new feature to its characteristic function. The purpose of adding this feature is to provide more precision about the geographical location where road traffic flow change takes places; (3) An estimation of the turning movement counts at intersections to make the model more relevant to the real behavior of vehicles.
In the following, the concepts of the generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net as presented in refs. [23, 32] are introduced. Definition 1 (GNBPN formalism). The generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net (GNBPN) is formally defined as an eight-uplet GNBPN = (P, T, Pre, Post, C, f , Prio, E) with the following properties:
1. P is a finite non-empty set of places 2. Pre and Post are respectively the backward and forward incidence matrices. 3. T is a finite non-empty set of transitions that are divided into timed (T t ), untimed (T u ), and batch (T B ) transitions, T = T t ∪ T u ∪ T B . 4. C is a "characteristic function" that associates with every batch place a five-uplet (C(p i ) =
, and N s i are respectively the speed, the maximum density, the length, the maximum flow, and the total number of segments of the batch place.
5.
f : matches a non-negative number to every transition as follows:
-if t j ∈ T t , then f (t j ) = d j is expressed in time units and represents the firing delay associated with the timed transition; -if t j ∈ T B , then f (t j ) = φ j is expressed in entities/time units and denotes the maximal firing flow associated with the batch transition and can be estimated using statistical models in the case of multiple outputs.
6. Prio identifies the priority of a transition according to the output flow of a place, ∀t j ∈ T u . It is a function that determines the priority of transition t and applies only for transitions that are simultaneously active. 7. E is a set of events.
, is a quadruple of the following continuous characteristics:
• l t : the length of the batch; • d t : its density; •
x t : its head position; • v t : its speed.
We describe here, step by step, different phases for our model execution, which are then be explained with a running example to make it easy to understand.
In this paper, we adopt the same definitions introduced in ref. [32] regarding the controllable batch, batches states, and the propagation speed of congestion.
As shown in Figure 3 , the Petri net model, which is implemented at the base station, starts its execution after vehicle batch detection where the main characteristics are a priori-calculated. Step 1: Determining the batch's behavior according to the critical density.
When the density of the vehicle batch is greater than the critical density of the road traveled, the controllable batch is congested. Whereas the opposite is also true; when the density of the vehicle batch is lower than the critical density of the road traveled, therefore, the controllable batch is free.
Step 2: Determining the new batch's characteristics.
In the case of traffic congestion, the new characteristics of the batch have to be determined. The speed and density, in this case, vary according to the following:
where W i is the propagation speed of congestion. In the free flow, the batch keeps performing the same behavior; therefore, its characteristics remain the same. Taking into consideration the turning movement counts, we can write a dynamical equation describing the output flow of the batch as follows:
where φ out ij is the output flow of the batch from origin i to destination j, d(t) and v(t) are respectively the density and velocity of the batch at time t, and p ij (t) is the proportion of the traffic flow from origin i to destination j.
Step 5: Determining the required time for the output batch destruction.
To find the time, we need to divide the batch's length by its velocity t = l v .
Step 6: Determining the characteristics of the resulting batch.
In case the resulting batches are within the coverage zone, we determine the new characteristics of each batch based on the output flow batch proportions, estimated in Step 4, and the characteristics of the associated road. We repeat Steps 1-6 until the coverage area is reached.
We can now carry out this procedure for the following running example. Let there be two intersections, each composed of four single-lane road stretches, as shown in Figure 4 . At the initial state, all sections are empty, and the 114 vehicles are ready to enter the section R 1 . We consider that all vehicles are distributed uniformly among the lane. The parameters of every section are shown in the Table 1 . 
The traffic density is calculated by dividing the vehicle count by the corresponding road length. Therefore, the corresponding traffic density is 19 vehicles per kilometer. We resort to estimating turning movement proportions by means of predictive models (as will be discussed later) in order to determine the input flow of every stretch. For this case, let us assume that 114 vehicles are subdivided into three other separate segments in the following way: We assume also that at the initial time, a flow of 200 vehicles enters the second road and is divided when approaching the intersection as follows:
• 120 vehicles proceeding straight ahead (60%). The density of vehicles on the road is, therefore, 40 vehicles per kilometers. The evolution of the traffic flow according to the model in Figure 3 is detailed below. We will illustrate both phenomena of congestion and free traffic flow introduced into GNBPN through two different scenarios. The first scenario represents the congestion regime encountered on street R 1 , while the second scenario represents the free regime encountered on the street R 2 .
Case of the free traffic flow: The vehicle batch is in free behavior and moves at its own speed along the street R 1 .
At the initial date t = t 0 , a batch is measured by sensor nodes at section R 1 , and there is a creation of a batch Cβ 1 (t 0 ) = (6, 19, 0, 40) according to Definition 2. The state of the created batch Cβ 1 is free and flows freely along the stretch since its actual density is less than the critical density (d cri i = 50, d i = 19) as described in Section 4.3.
At t = 0.15h, the batch Cβ 1 reaches the end of the section R 1 and becomes an output OCβ 1 (t 2 ) with the following features: OCβ 1 (t 2 ) = (6, 19, 6, 40) . As defined by Equation (6), the outputs' flow, therefore, at the related intersection (I 1 ) will be split into different road segments as follows:
The output controllable batch is thus OCβ 1 (t 2 ) = (6, 19, 6, 40) . Moreover, this output batch is split into three controllable batches having the following characteristics: Cβ 11 (t 2 ) = (0, 4.16, 0, 73), Cβ 12 (t 2 ) = (0, 2.28, 0, 100), and Cβ 13 (t 2 ) = (0, 4.56, 0, 50).
At t = 0.15h, the output batch OCβ 1 is destroyed, which corresponds to the free behavior of the three batches. Cβ 11 (t 3 ) = (10.95, 4.16, 10.95, 73), Cβ 12 (t 3 ) = (15, 2.28, 15, 100), and Cβ 13 (t 3 ) = (7.5, 4.56, 7.5, 50) .
At t = 0.03h, the batch Cβ 13 becomes an output batch OCβ 13 (t 3 ) = (7.5, 4.56, 9, 50) . At t = 0.12h, the output batch OCβ 12 is destroyed. At t = 0.03h, the output batch OCβ 13 is destroyed.
Case of the congested traffic flow: The vehicle batch is in a congested behavior and moves with new speed and density along the street R 2 .
At t = 0, another batch is detected by sensor nodes at section R 2 , and there is the creation of a batch Cβ 2 (t 0 ) = (5, 40, 0, 80) . The state of the created batch Cβ is congested since its density is higher than the critical density (40 ≥ 25), and therefore, the batch flows with a congested behavior along the stretch. In this example, the propagation speed of congestion is:
2000.80 100.80 − 2000 = 26.67 (7) Thus, at t = 0, the batch Cβ 2 becomes Cβ 2 (t 0 ) = (8, 25, 0, 80). In a congestion state, a controllable batch Cβ r (t) = (l, d, x, v) at time t is split into two parts in contact Cβ (t) = (l , d, x, v) and Cβ (t) = (l , d, x , v) where: x = x − l and l = l − l .
The length of each vehicle's batch can be calculated by dividing the corresponding vehicle count by the batch density.
In the example, the batch Cβ 2 (t 0 ) = (8, 25, 7, 80) is split into the two following batches: Cβ 2 (t 0 ) = (7, 25, 0, 80) and Cβ 2 (t 0 ) = (1, 25, −7, 80).
At t = 0.09h, the batch Cβ 2 reaches the end of the section R 2 and becomes an output controllable batch OCβ 2 (t 1 ) = (7, 25, 7, 80) and Cβ 2 (t 1 ) = (1, 25, 0, 80). Moreover, at the intersection I 2 , the output controllable batch OCβ 2 is split into three batches according to the output flow of each segment:
Therefore, the three controllable batches appear in the related road segments as follows: Cβ 21 (t1) = (0, 8.22, 0, 73), Cβ 22 (t 1 ) = (0, 20, 0, 60), and Cβ 23 (t 1 ) = (0, 4, 0, 50).
At t = 0.09h, the output batch OCβ 2 is completely destroyed, and the Cβ 2 becomes an output controllable batch Cβ 2 (t 1 ) = (1, 25, 7, 80) . Therefore, three controllable batches appear in road segments and are represented as : Cβ 21 (t 1 ) = (0, 8.22, 0, 73), Cβ 22 (t 1 ) = (0, 20, 0, 60), and Cβ 23 (t 1 ) = (0, 4, 0, 50).
At t = 0.013h, the output batch OCβ 2 is completely destroyed. The controllable batches keep moving within the related roads with the following characteristics: Cβ 21(t1) = (0.95, 8.22, 0.95, 73), Cβ 22 (t 1 ) = (0.78, 20, 0.78, 60), and Cβ 23 (t 1 ) = (0.65, 4, 0.65, 50). Furthermore, batches Cβ 21 , Cβ 22 and Cβ 23 circulate according to the following characteristics: Cβ 21 (t 1 ) = (6.57, 8.22, 7.52, 73) , Cβ 22 (t 1 ) = (5.4, 20, 6.18, 60) , and Cβ 23 (t 1 ) = (4.5, 4, 5.15, 50) .
At t = 0.06h, the batch Cβ 21 reaches the end of the road. At t = 0.05h, the batch Cβ 21 reaches the end of the road. At t = 0.09h, the batch Cβ 23 reaches the end of the road.
Turning Movement Count Models
Turning vehicle counts at intersections are needed in general for many reasons: intersection design and operation, signal timings, etc. In this article, having dynamic turning movement proportions at intersections, junctions, forks, or any kind of connected roads where the flow may be split is a required input for an accurate real-time traffic flow prediction.
In this section, we present models for estimating the traffic flow movements.
Random Forest
Random forest (RF) is a popular learning method that was proposed by Leon Brieman [33] for constructing a predictor ensemble with a collection of regression trees that grow in randomly-selected space data. Random forest provides two aspects that are very important: high prediction accuracy and information on variable importance for regression. In this regard, a further layer of randomness is introduced to the bagging method [34] . Additionally, RF constructs each tree based on a different bootstrap sample of the original data, and it changes how the regression trees are constructed. In a random forest, not all variables are used to choose the best split; rather, each node is split using the best among a random subset of K variables chosen at that node. While this approach seems to be more counterintuitive, it turns out to give a boost in performance compared to many existing methods and is proven to be robust against overfitting [33, 35] . Besides, it is very user friendly in the sense that it needs only two parameters: the number of variables chosen randomly at each node (mtry) and the number of trees in the forest (ntree).
The algorithm of the random forests, for both classification and regression, can be presented as follows:
1. Select n tree bootstrap samples from the original dataset. 2. Take each of the bootstrap samples, and grow an unpruned classification or regression trees, with the following steps: at each node, randomly select m try of the p predictors, and choose the best split from among those variables, rather than selecting the best split among all predictors. Bagging can be viewed as a special case of random forests if m try = p, the number of predictors. 3. Each tree among the n tree trees predicts the new data by aggregating the predictions either through averaging the values for regression or taking the majority votes for classification.
Neural Networks
Neural networks, originally developed for mimicking the way the basic biological neural systems work, offer several advantages over conventional methods of data analysis and modeling. Neural networks are often recognized for being adaptive; instead of being told the precise nature of a relationship or model, the data is trained to best represent the mapping relationship between the input space and output space. There are many types of neural networks. The multi-layer feed-forward neural network is one of the most commonly-used networks at the moment [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . It is composed of many simple processing units, called neurons or nodes, that are arranged in layers. The network is constructed by joining the neurons together. The first layer of neurons sums their inputs, introduces nonlinearity by using squashing functions (e.g., using a sigmoidal function) at the hidden layers, and then, transmits a single output to all processing elements in the next layer via the connections. Data is entered in the network through the input layer and is then fed forward through one or more intermediate layers to emerge at the final layer. This is called a feed-forward network since the flow of information moves in the same direction: going from the input neurons to the output neurons. The neurons that receive information from outside the network are called the input layer. The neurons where the processed information is retrieved and used externally are called the output layer. Layers between the farmer ones are known as hidden layers; that means layers that receive information from neurons and whose output is used as a stimulus for other neurons. Through training, internal weights are determined to ensure that the neural model output best matches the desired value. In every interconnection, weights that are altered by the training step in order to generate outputs that best match the reality, and this is through a learning step aiming to adjust the weights of the connections based on the cycle from input to hidden to output pattern, e.g., backpropagation [41] .
In the training procedure, we feed the network with training data or training examples to be able to learn and acquire the ability to generalize behind the examples. Then, the next step can be achieved by passing the input data by the network through the hidden layers to lead to the more suitable output.
Simulation

Data Preprocessing
In this study, datasets were analyzed and used as input data for simulations. The preprocessing step can improve the performance of models better than when they are fed with original data.
The following steps are performed in sequence in order to construct consistent data. Such preprocessing serves as an essential addition to yield efficient simulation results, both in terms of the capability of focusing on interesting parameters and accuracy.
Data Cleaning
We applied a data cleaning procedure to ensure consistency in the modeling results and to facilitate data analysis. This initial step is mandatory to avoid unwanted information in the studied context such as vehicle types.
Data Reorganization
When analyzing the traffic counts at any given location, the knowledge that traffic flow volumes change significantly according to each point of time is needed. They vary according to three cyclical variations that are of particular interest: hourly, daily, and monthly factors [42, 43] . In this paper, we modify these factors in order to take into account other seasonal variations for estimating better the turning vehicle counts: In order to improve the learning step and then model accuracy, we proceeded with a reorganization step of the datasets. Consequently, in the reorganized dataset, every record represents the epoch with its related information namely minute, hour, day of the week, week of the month, month of the year, amount of vehicles turning to the left, amount of vehicles turning to the right, the amount of vehicles proceeding straight through the intersection, and the sum of the inflow into the intersection. Table 2 shows a sample of the preprocessed dataset for a given date. 
Missing Data Imputation
In order to obtain a useful dataset and overcome the case of missing data, especially as the original database has has many different periods, the imputation step consists of replacing missing values with substituted values from other intersection that respect some similarity criteria. The following are the criteria of intersections' similarity:
•
Number of road segments: intersections have the same count of segments.
•
Daily road traffic estimates: the estimated number of vehicles that drive through the intersection during 24 h.
Rush hour and peak hour volume: intersections have the same period of the day during which the highest traffic volumes are observed, and they have mostly the same volumes.
Results
In this section, we implement the aforementioned models, and we run simulations to study the findings of each of them. The present numerical analysis is intended to conduct a comparison of models that can be utilized for estimating turning movement counts. Simulations investigated the performances of the models and were performed at two different intersections. In this regard, two different datasets were used that contained real-world collected data. The first dataset was collected from the 31 Avenue/106 Street intersection in the city of Edmonton. Canada. The data was recorded in 5-min time intervals. For the second dataset, we selected the Stanley Street/Ballarat Street intersection in New Zealand. Figure 5 shows both intersections that were used in this analysis with how the sensors were placed. We used the data of vehicles coming from Stanly St West and either turning right into Ballarat Street or continuing flowing straight into Stanly Street. The data was recorded in 15-min time intervals. As a good practice, we divided the dataset into two parts:
•
The training set was used for building the model; •
The test set was used for evaluating the model and testing its predictions.
(a) (b) This is a valid way since it involves the training set and testing set being constructed randomly and obtains reliable estimates of the model's performance and predictions.
Moreover, for the three machine learning techniques, the best combinations of parameter values were selected by a 10-fold cross-validation procedure, and the final models were selected based on the accuracy as the performance criterion.
Random forests: In this work, the version of the algorithm used was based on [33] and was implemented in the R package RandomForestSRC [44] .
Neural network: The version of the algorithm used was based on [45] and was implemented using the R package neural net [46] .
Linear regression: The version of the algorithm used was based on [47, 48] and implemented in the R package random forest [48] .
The accuracy of the models can be expressed using the root mean squared error (RMSE) as shown in Equation (8); we used this indicator to evaluate the quality of the predicted values of each model vs. the real observed values:
where x t is the real data value at time t, x t is the predicted data value at time t, and n is the total number of intervals. The regression results for the three models considered in this paper are illustrated using Figure 6 , which presents comparative boxplots of the accuracies across both datasets we used. The horizontal solid line inside the box represents the median accuracy of the data. The bottom and top of the box represent, respectively, the first quartile and third quartile of the data. Dotes outside the box indicate outliers. Figure 6 shows that linear regression achieved slightly higher accuracy than the other models regarding right-turning vehicles for the first dataset (median (linear regression) = 0.171), although random forest (median = 0.208) and the neural network (median = 0.283) exhibited an acceptable accuracy. The same result was found for the second dataset regarding through and right-turning vehicles (median (linear regression) = 0.020, median (random forest) = 0.023, and median (neural network) = 0.024). On the other hand, Figure 6 reveals also that random forest corresponded to a high predictive performance compared to the other models for through and left-turning vehicles regarding the first dataset. Table 3 shows that for left-turning vehicles, 35% of predictions had an accuracy between 81% and 100% for linear regression, 22.77% for random forest, and 44.44% for neural network. This shows that when there are not enough training sets, the neural network can produce better predictions compared to linear regression and random forest. 
Conclusions
In this research, we presented the generalized nondeterministic batch Petri nets model based on the intersection turning movement for road traffic flow prediction. There were two major findings. First, all models achieved an acceptable predictive accuracy with slightly superior results for linear regression. Second, for small datasets or in the case of insufficient data amount, the neural network couold be applied to predict more reasonable results compared to other models.
We would like to complete this work in future by presenting the whole evolution of GNBPN with the different dynamics of its places' batches at different traffic states and in more complicated scenarios, and moreover, we would like to validate the behavior of the system and its correctness by means of detailed simulations.
